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Extended Abstract

The key relay protocol (KRP) plays an important
role in improving the performance and the security of
quantum key distribution (QKD) networks [1, 2, 3, 4].
On the other hand, there exists another research field
called secure network coding (SNC; see, e.g., Refs. [5,
6]), which has the goal and structure similar to the
KRP. The goal of this talk is to analyze differences and
similarities between the KRP and SNC rigorously.
QKD realizes distribution of secret keys to players

at distant locations (see, e.g., Refs. [7]). However, the
communication distance achievable by a single QKD
link is limited by the technological level of quantum
optics [7]. KRPs are used to enable key distribution
beyond such limitation of a single QKD link. The basic
idea of the KRP is to pass a secret key of one QKD link
on to another QKD link with the help of insecure public
channels, such as the internet.
The KRP has similarities and differences with SNC.

While they share the same goal of sharing secret mes-
sages, they differ in that 1) Public channels are avail-
able in KRPs, but not in SNC schemes, 2) KRPs use
QKD links (or more generally, local key sources) while
SNC schemes use secret channels, and 3) The messages
in KRPs must be a random bit, while in SNC schemes
each sender can freely choose its message.
Then the question naturally arises whether these dif-

ferences are really essential. For example, is it not pos-
sible that there is actually a way of converting KRPs
to SNC schemes, and that they are shown to be equiva-
lent? The goal of this talk is to answer to this question.
For the sake of simplicity, we will limit ourselves to the
one-shot scenario, and also to the scenario where wire-
tap sets are restricted [6].
The outline of our results is as follows[8]. If we

generalize SNC [5, 6] by adding public channels, then
KRPs and SNC schemes (with public channels) on the
same graph become equivalent. However, if we do not
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generalize SNC and limit ourselves to its conventional
form without public channels, then there is a definite
gap in security between the KRP and SNC: On some
graphs a KRP achieves the better security than any
SNC schemes without public channels. Hence the ac-
cumulation of past research on the conventional SNC
is not sufficient to explore the potential of KRPs. This
suggests that the KRP is a new research field.
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